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He's tops, socks and all...

Vol. 9 No. 242-3

Freshman chosen as
student·representative
by Jill Johnson
Staff reporter

During the Board ofDirectors
meeting Monday the BOD selected Shawn Christie,18, a
political science major, as the
student representative to serve
on the presidential selection
committee.
Six candidates applied for the
position that will aid in the
selection of a new university
president to replace President
Donald Garrity, whose resignation is effective Jan.1, 1992.
Christie, who is currently .

chairman of the Service and
Activities Fees Committee, said
one of his criteria for a new
president is a willingness to
work with the students·.
He would like to find a presi~
dent who is approachable as
well as someone who can improve the image of Central.

"I appliedfor(the search committee) because I am a freshman and I have seen some
problems in the image of the
school ... and we need a president who can fix that image,"
Christie said.
The selection committee will
consist of Christie and 12 other
members:
·Three trustees - Sue Gould
of Edmonds, Dayid Pitts of
Ellensburg, and Frank
Sanchez of Seattle; alumni

See STUDENT I page 2

Tressa James/The Observer

Dr. Samuel Rust, a "red socks" fan, was recently honored by
the Washington State Special Education Coalition. Rust has
been an educator at Central since 1969.

Professor n a med
top teacher train er
by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff reporter

Dr. Samuel P . Rust, a
special education professor,
was recently honored as an
Outstanding Teacher
Trainer by the Washington
State Special Education
Coalition.
Rust received the award
April 19 at the
organization's Sixth Annual
Awards Banquet and
Celebration.
It was presented by
Christie Perkins, coalition
president, during the
annual meeting in
Vancouver, Wash.
"There are awards and
there are awards, but the
ones that mean the most
are the ones given to you ,by
your colleagues, like this
one," Rust said.
Founded in 1975, WSSEC
is a coalition of teachers,
parents, psychologists and
special education directors
from throughout the state.
The award for Outstanding
Teacher Trainer was first
presented last year. ·
Rust, chairman of the
special education department, began teaching at
Central in 1969. He later
retired, but returned in
1985.
Before coming to Central,

he taught in Port
Townsend and Puyallup.
The Bellingham native is
currently vice chairman of
t he state's Special Education Advisory Committee.
Rust received a bachelor's
degree in education from
Western Washington
University, a master's from
Central, and an Ed.D. from
the University of Oregon.
He was honored at a party
in the education department May 2 in celebration
ofhis award.
Faculty members said
Rust has had a great
impact on special education
in the northwest, and said
he deserves to be honored
for his achievements.
"Dr. Rust is the epitome of
Central's commitment to
teacher education," said
one member of the department faculty.
Rust is known in the
department for wearing red
socks every Thursday, a
tradition honored at the
party by each guest showing up in red socks.
"Since October of 1961,
Sam has worn red socks
every single Thursday,"
said Judy Backlund. "But
he won't tell anyone why."
Rust confirmed there is a
re.a son for the red socks,
but refused to reveal it.

Nicole Patzer/The Observer

Alan Webster, from Yakima, and Central student Scott MacDonald duel each other in a mock
swordfight last Thursday on Barto Lawn. Webster and MacDonald are members of the Society
of Creative Anachronism, a club dedicated to the research and re-creation of the Middle Ages.

Gov. Gardner declares Saturday
'Central Washington University Day'
by Darla Hill
Editor

.

our score and seven
years ago ... actually,
it was exactly five
score ago . . . this
university's founders fathered
a child called the Washington
State Normal School.
It was an institution of
teacher training located in
downtown Ellensburg. The
first class size was 86 students.
Today that "child" - boasting nearly 6,000 students -is
better known as Central
Washington University and, is
celebrating its 1 OOth birthday.
This weekend, in conjunction
with parent's weekend and the
city's Windfest, the year-long
birthday party gets underway.
Saturday at 11 a.m., a proclamation from Gov. Booth

F

Gardner, declaring Saturday,
May 11 "Central Washington
University Day" will be read
and the unveiling of a monument known as Founder's
Square will take place in
Edison Plaza.
"We are trying to make it a
family affair," said Gail K.
Jones, chairman of the centennial committee.
"We are hoping students,
families, faculty and staff will
come out in support of Central."
Founder's Square ist made of
bricks that have the names of
donors imprinted on bronze.
plaques attached to them.
A time capsule is in place in
the monument, Jones said. It
will be added to over the coming year and will be sealed next
spring for 100 years.
Following the ceremonies,
campus-wide activities will

take place throughout the day.
An afternoon of exhibits and
performances by visual and
performing arts students .a nd
faculty at Central is offered at
various times ·in the Spurgeon
Art Gallery, Nicholson Pavilion, McConnell Auditorium and
Hertz Recital Hall.
·
Approximately 15 different
departments will be hosting a
"Stroll Down Memory Lane,"
an opportunity for those in the
department to display and discuss the ways their department
has changed over the years.
"We've had wonderful support
from the departments that are
participating," Jones said.
A .locally-produced drama,
"Family Farm," will be performed by the Ellensburg
Community Chorus Saturday
night at 8 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.
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Student:
Freshman
appointed
to search
committee
From page 1
representative Darwin Nelson;
administrative representative
Dave Brown; civil service personnel representative Gloria
Spatafore; CWU Foundation
representative F. Steven
Lathrop; community representative Mary Owens and Dr.
R.Y. Woodhouse, who will chair
the committee.
Three faculty members will
serve on the committee. Their
names will be announced by
the trustees when the final
selection has been made.

Forum to ·
focus on
students'
input

Surplus of speeding cyclists cited
olice said they
cited 30 bicyclists
for violations from
last Thursday
through Saturday.
A breakdown of the
infractions showed 27 were
for failure to use the bike
path and three were for
speeding, police said.

P

A suspect told police he
was trying to beat them
to his house in order to
avoid a ticket after he was
pulled over for running two
stop signs Monday night.
After a brief car chase
west on 14th Avenue
between Walnut and D
Street police had to pursue
the suspect on foot when he
stopped his car and ran.
Police found the man, who
had alcohol on his breath,
hiding in bushes.
The suspect was questioned and given a sobriety
test. He passed, but was
ticketed for failure to stop.
He was released after

~

CAMPUS COPS
by Mark Eaton

promising to appear in
district court, police said.

Two men were questioned by police Monday
after they were found moving
university-owned furniture
between different dormitories, police said.
After police found the men
moving a desk into Barto
Hall, the men told them the
desk had come from
Stephens-Whitney and they
were borrowing it with
permission from the owner.
Police told them the owner
of the desk was actually
Central Washington University, not the occupant of the
room.
The desk was returned.
Police also found the remains of a wooden bed frame

outside Kamola Hall and
indentified it as university
property by a stamp on the
frame.
Police were told the bed
belonged to a room in Beck
Hall, whose occupants built a
bunk bed.

A metal light pole on the
north side of Holmes
Dining Hall was found
vandalized Saturday, police
said.
The pole had been pushed
over and broken off at the
base.
Police said footprints found .
in the grass surrounding the
light pole indicated there
were two suspects involved in
the vandalizing.
The campus electrical shop
repaired the damaged pole.

One car owner reported
two dents to her car
parked in the N-19 parking
lot on Saturday, police said.
Damage was estimated at
$450.
Another car received a
$500 dent while it was
parked in the library
parking lot Sunday night.
Both incidents were listed
as hit-and-runs and are
being investigated by the
police.
Two car prowls were also
reported.
One car had the right-side
rear window broken out and
a $75 Walkman radio stolen
from it while it was parked
in the T-22 parking lot
Sunday.
Damage to the car was
estimated at $100.
Another car's rear window
was broken while it was
parked in the 0-19 parking
lot on Sunday, but nothing
was reported stolen.
Damage was estimated at
$50, police said.

by Kenneth Rudd
Staff reporter

Students will have an opportunity to express their views
regarding the selection of
Central's new president at a
Presidential Forum to be held
next Tuesday, said Tressa
James, forum organizer.
Speaking at the 7 p.m. forum
at Barto Hall lounge will be
Phil Backlund? communications department chairman;
Bill Swain, of the English department; and Jennifer Fisher,·
BOD faculty senate representative.
"My goal is not only to reach a
better understanding of the
students' needs, as well as their
opinions of the selection of our
new president, but to make sure
this voice is heard," Jam es said.
The results of the forum will
be forwarded to Dick Thompson, Central's director of governmental, corporate and
community relations, who is
director of the presidential
search, Jam es said.
Also up for discussion at the
forum will be student reaction
toward President Donald
Garrity's recent resignation.
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GRAND CENTRAL
925-2999

• ENJOY YOUR WEEKEND •

418 N. Pine

ookin for

mmer ·ob?

Graduation ITieans
goodbye to spring breaks,
summers off,
And IBM student prices.

We have social attendant
positions available paying
$5.00 per hour. For
information concerning
training times and places
contact the D.A.P.P.E.R.
office at 963--3213 .

THE
LIBERTY

925-9715

(Sale Ends May 31)
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Matinee Prices Before 6:00

' Matinee
Tu~sday is Bargain N1g111
Slu dent & Senior Discounts

This Movie Only $3°0
"GRIPPING, PROVOCATIVE"

Starts Friday, May 1O
through Thursday, May 16.

-Susan (jmnger, 7t!Jv{'E1{!CJlCJ{_fM<YllI'E C.LJUSICS

NEW JACK

CITY
Fri -Thurs 11 :00 pm

[BJ

Starring Lou Gosset Jr.

DEFENDING
YoURLIFE
SAT/SUN: *1 :15, *4:00 (PG)
EVENINGS: 6:45, 9:00
MORTAL THOUGHTS (R}
SAT/SUN: *1 :30, *4:00
EVENINGS: 6:55, 9:10
'WI'l{Jfj','l{O:f S'E'//'E'J{

Toy

filOl.'D'EAfY Jt'W~S

Soldiers
Fri - Thurs 6:00 & 8:30 .
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Coming Soon!

WHAT
ABOUT BOB?

BPlore yuu put 011 your cap and gown, theres
still time to take advantage of the grPat student
pri<·e on an I B\I Personal SystPm/2.'
\\ ll\~thcr you need lo ereatc impn»;sive
pap<•r,.,. graph)(',; and sprradslwets for school.
or l)U,,illl'"" rl'ports for work. or even resumes,
the PS/2 comes preload1·d with software· that
will l1·t \OU do ju:;t that. ,\nd it has a mouse to
mak•· it <'as' to u,e, Plu,. there arc added tool,
like a notq)ad. calendar and cardfile-1·v<·11
ganw, . .\rnl it',, 1·xpa11dable so it can grow with
~'011 throul!hout gradualf• school or on the job.

SAT/SUN ONLY: *1 :00, *4:15
EVENINGS: 7:30 ONLY

1

While you're still a studrnt , affordable
loan payments are also availahl<' with the I HM
l'S/2 Loan for Learning. And 011 a diflf>rent
notP. you <'an get a grPat IO\\ pricl' on thl'
Boland Desktop Music Sy,t<'m.
Graduation mean,, s<1yi11g a lot of goodbv1·"- But lwlorf' \OU do. thl'rt';,
,,(ill tim1• to dwck into a gwat
"tudcnt pri<'t' on a PS/27 St'<'
''hat vou <'an do \\ith a l'S/ 2
todav-and what it can do
· · ·
tor
tomorrow.

you
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CWU PS/2 Campus Contaci:--

-
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User groups may divvy up Students
•
••
1n
mar1Juana
cases
$1.2 million S&A budget
by Mark Eaton

by Regina Freeman
Staff reporter

passed on to the BOT for
final approval and ratification. If Garrity disapproves
of the budget, the S & A
committee will have an
opportunity to revise it: If
it still doesn't pass, Garrity
can offer one of his own to
also be presented to the
BOT.
The budget will be presented to the Central Board
of Directors on next Monday for its approval.
"The budget is presented
to the BOD to get the
general support of the
students for it," said
Christie.
The BOD, as a user group
of S & A, has no control
over the budget.
The money for S & A
comes from tuition and fees
students pay each quarter.
About $108 per student per
quarter goes toward the S
&Acoffer.

"We are giving
(Garrity) a week
to review it.
We would like to
see it finalized by
the end of next
week."
- Shawn Christie

The Services and Activities Committee finished the
$1.2 million budget for the
next biennium with a
unanimous vote and now
awaits approval from
President Garrity and the
Board of Trustees.
The budget, completed
April 30, is effective June
1991 to June 1993.
end of next week."
The budget allocates
Christie called the budget
money for user groups
.solid and balanced and
ranging from athletics to
believes the students will
student activities and
support it.
covers budgets that are
The committee tried to
both solely student-funded
center the money around the
and multi-funded, student
groups that the students
and administratively
utilize most with some cuts
funded.
being picked up by adminis"We are giving (Garrity) a tration. Exact budget numweek to review it," said
bers are currently unavailShawn Christie, S & A
able.
chairman. "We would like
If Garrity does give his
to see it finalized by the
approval, the budget is

Get a tabloid on the tube
To receive the latest magazine at Dartmouth College, all
you need is a Macintosh computer and a modem.
Sense of Place, a bi-weekly
magazine devoted to environmental issues, is the first
magazine at the college in an
electronic format.
The magazine, which premiered last September, started
out as the newsletter for an
environmental group on campus and grew from there. Along
with four feature stories, the
magaz:lne includes graphics,
letters to the editor and collected news bits. sounds were
incorporated into one recent
issue.
Sense of Place uses a program that presents "pages" on
electronic cards on the screen.
The reader can go to any feature, or any part of a story with
a click of the mouse.
The magazine has about 850
subscribers, mostly frt?m

"There is so much
freedom in
the electronic
format."
-Lynn Rainville
Dartmouth, but also at colleges and universities along
the East Coast and a few other
states.
Lynn Rainville, the

magazine's publisher, said because the magazine isn't
printed, there are no costs associated with it, and the staff
can be more creative with the
design.
"There is so much freedom in
the electronic format," Rainville
said. "This allows new freedom
beyond a (normal) magazine
because you interact with it.
This is definitely the magazine
of the future."
© USA Today I Apple College
Information Network

5l CL.9lSS9' SJ-fI1('T
![01(5l CL.9lSS9' LYl'lJ'y. ..

Coupon

Staff reporter

A Central student arrested
April 26 for allegedly delivering drugs, pleaded innocent to
all charges at his arraignment
in Kittitas County Superior
Court Monday.
Timothy W. Fischlin was
charged with one count of accomplice to the delivery of
marijuana and a second count
of delivery of marijuana, according to a court docket.
The charges stem from incidents Jan. 29 and Feb. 1 in

which Fischlin was allegedly
involved in the delivery of a
controlled substance, according to the docket.
A date for trial was not set.
The trial of another Central
student is set to begin in
Kittitas Superior Court today.
Jam es F. Smith is charged
with three counts of delivery of
marijuana and four counts of
possession with intent to deliver a controlled substance,
according to a court docket.
Both arrests were made by
Kittitas County Drug Task
Force officers.

CORRECTIONS
•In last week's Bravo Com- •In the Model United Nations
pany story, The Obs~rver . story, we identified a student
mistakenly referred to the involved with that group by
Marines as "soldiers" several last name only. That student's
times. Marines are "Marines" full name is Michael Chess.
Also, emeritus professor of
and those in the Army are
political science Elwin Odell
"soldiers."
Also, Marine Amel N avaraez is the professor that began
is not from Ellensburg, as re- Central's MUN chapter in
ported. He is from Bremerton. 1951.

.--------------------,
N.S

1 _&\f
I !'IP ,. .

Central Office Equipment 1

I
I
I . QUALI1Y RESUME PAPER • TYPEWRITER REPAIR
I
• TYPEWRITER RENTALS
• WORD PROCESSOR REPAIR I
• COMPUTER REPAIR
: • COPY SERVICE
I
I HARD TO FIND RIBBONS, WE HAVE THEM ! I
I
I
I
I
CLIP AND RECEIVE $2.00 OFF ALL TYPEWRlTER RIBBON SIZES
L- - - - - - - - - .J .
111 East 4th 925-4444
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ELLENSBURGI
WIND FEST

Mayll &12
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Be a part of the festivities
on the street corners
in the heart of
Downtown
Ellensburg

• •••
El· ·_:

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
U:-!IVERSITY

Activities Include:
•Food & Craft Booths
•Stunt Kite Demonstrations

10% Off beginning
lessons w/coupon

•Medieval Fighting

... ')'O'll~)Jv[OAf

Jerrol's
•tor Vour Clon"<Dlmce - OPF.N 361day•a1car"

Coupon

Demonstrations
•Fire Dept.-Open House
\VTNDFEST

MON-THUR. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
FRI. 8 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
SAT. & SUN 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

l~SIIIInS
F 1;; sa i c I n
Downtown B11sl11cssc:s

~1~·-

Ellrnsburg C hamber of C ommerce

~ i~~~:~,7;:.~: ..... .

•Day-Long Entertainment
for Children and Adults
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FACULTY NAMES CENTRAL'S OUTSTANDING STUDENTS FOR 1990-91;

Sidney J ..Bridges

Meagan Hill

Mark J~ Bruyere

Steven Kuo

Jon E. Counsell

Sheri DeHaan

Heidi Gruber

Warren J. Oldham

Wendy Parks

Marla J. Pugh

Garrity presents students with awards
by Jill Johnson
Staff re porter

ighteen seniors were
named recently by faculty as "Outstanding
Students of Central."
The students are beingrecognized for their academic
achievementsandinvolvement
in extracurricular activities.
The award is an opportunity
eachspringforfacultytohonor
the students they feel have
demonstrated exceptional
ability in their majors.
It also recognizes students
who have strong leadership
qualities and are involved in
many aspects of the university.
The award will be presented
to the students by President
Donald Garrity. during Sunday's brunch in Samuelson
Union Building's Fountain
Room.
The 18 outstanding students
are:
• Sidney J. Bridges, a flight
technology major, is actively
involved in Central's Air Force
ROTC detachment.
Bridges has served as the
corp's flight commander, .recruiting officer, Arnold Air So-

E

.

ciety commander, drill and
ceremonies commander and
currently commands the detachment.
• MarkJ.Bruyere,apsychology major, also has a minor in
aerospace studies.
Bruyere has served as
AFROTC's education officer,
flight commander, special
projects officer, director ofpersonnel, and currently is the
resource management officer.
•Jon E. Counsell, a flight
technology major, is involved
with Central's Legislative action group and has interned as
an assistant to Central's director of governmental and corporate relations.
Counsell has served as the
AFROTC's executive officer,
flight commander, recruiting
officer, deputy commander,
detachment commander and
currently is a safety officer.
He is a member of Kittitas
Search and Rescue, and is a
volunteer firefighter and
emergency medical technician
for both the Moses Lake and
Grant County Fire Departments.
All three of the above students have been involved with
the "Meals on Wheels" program

that delivers food to the elderly
and shut-in citizens in Ellensburg, as well as with the quarterly Red Cross blood drive on
campus.
• Sheri DeHaan, a food science and nutrition major, is a
member of Central's Nutrition
Club and is a volunteer student nutrition counselor. She
has been involved with various
activities, including Nutrition
Night, the Health Fair and
Wellness Tuesday.
DeHaan served on a committee for the formation ofan honor
society in the home economics
department and is a member
of Central Christian Fellowship.
•Heidi Gruber, a mass communication major with an
emphasis in broadcast journalism, worked with her
department's radio station and
television news program as well
as being a volunteer helper for
the student advertising club.
She has assisted Ellensburg
community television in the
videotaping of local programs
and spent time as the camera
operator and talent coordinator on Central's "1800 Seconds"
television program.
• Ursula Gruber, a sociology

S. c,1UllOPRACJ7c ~

~1& Located next to campus

'

lO:tt N. Alder - 9fllr't)$10

major,hasplayedhosttoJapanese students on campus and
works with foster children. She
is a member of the First
Lutheran Church and has
taught vacation Bible school.
•Sandra Hager, a psychology major, served as a Residence Hall Council representative and is a member of the
Psi Chi, psychology · and
BACCHUS clubs on campus.
She was program assistant
fortheJapaneseexchangeprogram and has been involved in
Kittitas County Youth Services. Currently she is assistant manager for the SUB
games room, where she has
directed three successful billiard tournaments.
• Stephen "Carew" Halleck,
an English literature and Russian language major, was a
Living Group Adviser for the
enrichment program, chair of
the Council of Probity, founder
and president of Central's
Russian Club, and a member
ofthe diving team, Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship and the
Soccer Club.
Halleck has also worked With
Extended University Programs, Senior Ventures and
was a camp counselor at a

Open 9:30-5:30
Monday thru Saturday
12-4 Sundays
204 E.4th

962-2375

YMCA camp.
• Darla D. Hill, a mass communication major with an emphasisinprintjournalism, was
news editor, managing editor,
and co-editor for The Observer,
andiscurrentlyeditor-in-chief
of the paper.
She is a member of Central's
Campus Ambassadors and is
on its leadership team.
She has served as a volunteer
youth missions team leader in
inner-city Chicago and as a
camp counselor for sexuallyabused children and high
school students. Hill also volunteers at Royal Vista nursing
home in Ellensburg and at the
Union Gospel Mission youth
center in y akima.
· • Meagan Hill, a sociology
major, has been involved with
Central's Residence Hall
Council and worked with the
Central Investment Fund visitations andfundraisingefforts.
She does evaluation and assessment for Juvenile Court
Services of Kittitas County and
is a research assistant for the
Applied Data Center.
She has also assisted in
church-sponsoredbingoparties

See AWARD/ page 5
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Get her something special from
The Yellow Rose·$10 Store.
Saturday only-- storewide
LOLLIPOPSALE! ~P10-40 % off
~

May art:

57.t
Dr. Sandy
Linder

Dr. Myron
Linder

•Sound Health Preferred Provider.
•Largest Chiropracfic Center in Kittitas County.
•Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.
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STUDENTS CHOSEN FOR ACADEMIC, EXTRA-CURRICULAR,ACHIEVEMENTS

Ursula Gruber

Sandy Hager

Stephen C. Halleck

Darla D. Hill

Dana R. Reinhart, Jr.

Matt Trinneer

Ken Wehl

Peifang Zhang

•••

at annual brunch on Sunday

• Marla J. Pugh, a mass communication major with an emat local nursing homes.
phasis in print journalism, is a
• Steven Kuo, a microbiology student reporter and writer for
major, is an employee in the Central's University Relations
SUB games room.
and Development. She is also
Kuo is a member of BAC- the editor for the Centennial
CHUS, the Biology Club and Gazette, a disc jockey and prothe Samuelson Union board in duction assistant for Central's
addition to managing a local KCAT radio station and an
apartment complex.
advertising representative for
He is a tutor in the biology The Observer.
department and is a teaching
She has been the scene editor
assistant in biology labs.
for The Observer and is a guest
• WarrenJ. Oldham, a chem- columnist for Ellensburg's
istry major, was nominated for Daily Record newspaper, and
his work in the William 0. a drama critic for The Observer.
Douglas Honors College.
• Dana R. Reinhart Jr., a po• Wendy Parks, an account- litical science major, is vice
ing major, is president of the president of Central's Ranger
Business and Economics Club Club. He has participated in
and a member of the Honor the March of Dimes Cancer
Society of Phi Kappa Phi.
Crusade and helped _sponsor
Parks, a single mother of two the junior ROTC drill competiwho commutes from Moses tion.
Lake, has served as a peer tu• Matt Trinneer, a graphic
tor, run the accounting help design major, was co-editor of
lab, and coordinated the the Douglas Honors College
preparation and distribution of Tales and designed and wrote
the B&E Club's fruit baskets. copy for Kittitas County's cri-

From AWARD I page 4

at women's service organiza- ~!i!= ;:l !:i~,;: i~-; !;~:J·~: ~-~ l :t!l~:!j/jl~l~l1!1~ -l l!~!jl~:! J~ ~:!i!~i :Jlj jl!:Jiji:j1;f!:ijijiji!:,lt lt: :mia
sis line poster.
Trinneer set up the student/ tions on her experience of bealumni graphic design exhibi- ing a woman in China.
tion in the Sarah Spurgeon Art
Gallery as well as worked for
Auxiliary Services advertising
and publications.
• Ken Wehl, a mass commuRESTAURANT & DELI
nication major with an em2202 Canyon Road
phasis in broadcast journalism,
'works for The Observer as aµ
advertising representative.
He was an afternoon disc
BREAKFAST,
jockey on KXLE-FM, interned
LUNCH & DINNER .
with KOMO radio and television, in Seattle, and is a mem· ' y == 1 :· M =·,·E
···.= 1:
ber of the Society of American
... ' . . : ..'. . " " .: . / . .: .: •=
Magicians.
• Peifang Zhang, an international business major and native of China, is president of
the Chinese Student Club, secretary for the the International
Open 24 hours!
Business Students Club, past
treasurer oflnternational Student Club and is active in~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~=~~-=-=~=~~~
Ellensburg's Head Start program.
She often gives presentations
for local elementary schools and
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Busted by cops lately?
Try a run for mayor

This area of campus will soon be filled with foreign flags - just in time for most of Central's
centennial celebrations. Members of the Residence Hall Council are using the money gained
in a lawsuit settlement against Coca-Cola earlier this year to fund the project.

20 flags to fly for friendship
by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff reporter

The Residence Hall Council
is developing an international
flag plaza that will be located
along the walkway between the
library and 14th Avenue.
The plaza will contain 20 flags
from various countries. Each
flag will measure 3 feet by 5
feet and will be placed on 12foot flagpoles around a circular
area of the walkway.
"As a. gesture to~ard the
school in its centennial year,
we decided to create and donate the flag pavilion," said
Bryce Seibel, RHC executive
vice chairman. "But it's also a
gesture of friendship to other
countries."
"The flags in the plaza were
chosen by the countries that
have the closest ties with Central at this time," he said.
The flags in the plaza will be
from Austria, Canada, Chile,

Colombia, Costa Rica, France,
Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Mexico, the People's Republic
of China, Spain, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the
Soviet Union, Japan, the
United States and Korea. The
United Nations flag will also
be included along with another,
yet-to-be-chosen country flag.
The estimated cost of the flag
plaza is between $4,500 and
$5,000.
Seibel said RHC would like to
donate one or two new flags
each year and hopes the plaza
will become a school symbol for
international friendship.
Seibel noted in the past there
has been problems with theft
and vandalism of flags, so to
avoid this the international
flags will not remain in the
plaza permanently.
"In order to preserve (the flag
plaza), the flags will be removable and would be put up only
during special occasions, such

FORT MAC
~
ARMY SURPLUS
962-3587

413 N. Main

Deluxe Rubber Waders
Special

$45.95
Save $10.00

$49.95
Save $10.00

~

Three.Pretty Ways
To Make
"-~, '~ - IZ~Box
Mom's Day.
~~i~'
Mom will be delighted to
receive one of our lovely
Teleflora bouquets. Filled
with fresh flowers, each
includes a gift she'll always
cherish. You can send one
to her anywhere in the U.S.
or Canada, by dropping by
or calling our shop today.

The war has ended . ..
but the work ofthe
Red Cross continues.

The

Vanity Bow
Bouquet

Carousel Horse
Bouquet

T-F712

T-C711

In the aftermath of war, the work of
the Red Cross goes on . .. continuing
important services to our armed
forces still in the Gulf-and those
coming home-their families , and
the countless victims of war-who
need our help.

Or give to your local chapter.
Night Crawlers Available

!Hother's /Jay is Sunday, JHay 12th

The

Please give to the American Red
Cross Gulf Crisis Fund. Call
1-800-842-2200 or mail your
donation to Post Office Box 37243,
Washington, DC 20013.

Belly Boat
1/2 size float tube

I

as Wildcat Week and commencement," Seibel.
. Seibel also said RHC hopes to
have the flags in place before
the end of the school year. .
"Hopefully the dedication
ceremony will be the day before commencement, so we can
have the graduating class
there," he said.
RHC plans to fund the project
with money it received from a
lawsuit settlement involving
Coke price fixing.
They wanted to use the money
to give something to school because most students were not
here when the money was collected, Seibel said.

James Tinker, editor of the campus and the city."
Bowling Green (Ohio) News
StudentstoElectaMayor,an
student newspaper, has an- organization created to innounced his candidacy for the crease student representation
city's mayor, saying he wants _ in government, has applied for
to improve relations between political action committee stacity police and the Bowling tus, and will finance Tinker's
Green State University com- campaign.
munity.
STEAM is also supporting
Tinker, an independent who three student running for
will graduate in December, will council.
face Joyce Kepke, a Democrat
Bowling Green, with a popuand city council president, and lation ofabout 30,000 residents
Wes Hoffman, a Republican - most of whom are college
and municipal administrator. students - experienced a
"I always planned on going number of incidents involving
into politics, but I didn't think police raids at off-campus parit would be this soon," Tinker ties and large numbers of stusaid. "I have to do a lot of home- dent arrests last fall.
work and a lot of preparing . . . ©USA Today I Apple College Informal can be a bridge between the tion Network

+
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It's time to pick up Mom
by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff reporter
It's time to prove how much
you love your mother ... Mother
Earth, that is.
Central will celebrate "Love
Your Mother Week" May 12-16
with activities focusing on environmental and political
awareness.
The week's activities, sponsored by SANE/Freeze, will
kick- off Sunday with a campus
litter pick-up scheduled to begin at noon at Barge Hall.
Andrew Bates from SANE/
Freeze said although the litter
pick-up coincides with Parent's
Weekend, he hopes it won't
dampen the spirt of the event.
"Actually, we hope to get some
parents out there with us," he

said.
Bates also said the Residence
Hall Council has scheduled a
litter pick-up prior to Parent's
Weekend.
"RHC will be focusing on the
residential areas of campus,
and we're going to focus on the
non-residential areas," he said.
Also, as part of the week's
activities, San Francisco comedian Dave Lippman will
perform Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in Grupe Center.
He will present a "sarcastic
satire of the Gulf War," Bates
said.
Bates said proceeds from the
performance will go to Washington State SANE/Freeze.
Other "Love Your Mother
Week" activities include:
• A presentation by Ron

Brackon, owner of Ellensburg
Recycling, titled "Recycle or
Die." This will include the return of "Disposable Man,"
which looks at what people
throw away. Monday, noon, at
the SUB amphitheater.
•"The Immorality of War," a
presentation by Jesuit Brother
Fred Mercy, followed by a video
oflraq after U.S. bombing during the Gulf War. Tuesday at
noon in the SUB pit.
• You can "Earth Bop" with
the Bubble Man at 3 p.m.
Wednesday on the grass between Stephens-Whitney and
Dean halls.
• "The Rise of Fascism in
America," a presentation by
Gordon Howard, a Yakima
educator. Thursday at noon in
the SUB pit.
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OBSERVANCE
Diversity necessary,
resistance expected
all it "cultural diversity," call it "multiculturalism," call it "ethnic plurality."
Call it what you will - the issue of racial and
ethnic diversity on college campuses is hot and
the momentum of the movement is escalating at an
astounding speed.
Faculty and students alike at colleges across the
country are demanding a change of educational focus -one that is less European/American-centered and more
inclusive of racial and ethnic diversity.
Many universities, including the University of Washington, now require students to take a minimum
number of classes dealing with ethnicity or race.
Here at Central several students have formed a club
called the Human Rights Council. The group has held a
couple of forums to publicly discuss issues of racism and
diversity. The situation on this campus, they say - the
lack of diversity - is bad.
Issues as important and far-reaching as this one
- and the changes that need to be made - are nodoubt going to be met with resistance. Salient issues
like this usually are.
The resistance won't be so much in the ability to
change course requirements or reading lists. Changes
like that will come relatively easily.
The resistance is going to come in the form of stubborn
Americans who, for one thing, don't see the need for
change and for a second, once they do see the need,
have a hard time being transformed by it.
One educator put it this way: multiculturalism will
meet resistance from those who think a unified America
means melting into the mainstream rather than tossing
about in a "salad bowl."
It's not that people don't want to be more racially and
ethnically diverse. Just because a campus is somewhat
apathetic to the issues doesn't mean ~tudent~ sit at
home plotting ways to hold onto the smgulansm of the
American culture. And it's unfair to stereotype so.
Many students have come through two decades
of an education that was white-, American-, and
middle-class-centered. Memories of Dick and Jane perhaps the epitome of singularism - live long.
Student bodies that consisted of one oriental or black
student, and 672 others who were white, were the
reality for many of us.
B·ombardment with cultural diversity now is a
challenge to face and chiding someone for not realizing
its importance is unfair.
·
So, yes, maybe the change in curricula, reading lists or
ethnic ratios would be a beginning. Wages placed on
that may be nearly guaranteed.
We all need to expand our world views - to recognize
there is more going on on this planet than what is
happening in our own backyards.
Let's start the reconditioning process - each
beginning with his or her own willingness to be reconditioned.
But we can't wait overnight for the changes and then
be mad when they aren't there when we wake up. The
attitude changes - sure in coming, one hopes- may be
slow getting here.

C

LETTERS
Students say
they want
their MTV
The dining halls do have other
things "on the tube" besides
MTV, contrary to the beliefs
expressed in last week's editorial.
The editorial called for "some
variety" in television programs
at the dining hall. At dinner
the channel is usually changed
more than once to suit the
tastes of the students.
Last Thursday, as an experiment, the dining hall staff (of
which I am one) began the
evening shift with CNN on the
TV.
When people began to request
a channel change, we flipped to
the local Seattle news, where
people seemed satisfied for a
while.
About an hour later, more
than one person came up to us
asking for MTV back.
Yet, they got their MTV because they asked for it, despite
the comments in the editorial
insinuating that employees
keep it on for themselves. Not
so.
The editorial said we are an
"information society." I agree.

To keep it that way, one should
speak up to a dining hall employee when he wants the
channel changed.
We can't promise to please
everyone's informational
tastes, but we try.
Remember that while you
may want to hear the latest
stock report, someone else may
be wondering when Bell Biv
DeVoe is coming to Seattle.
Besides did your parents ever
let you watch TV during meals?
Suzy LeMoine

Conference
highly
successful
I would like to address Ellen
Pope's concerns regarding the
leadership conference in April.
Her opinion of the conference
was based on an interpretation of one workshop.
The theme of the conference
was "Leadership into the
1990s." Special emphasis was
placed on cultural diversity and
minorities, namely women, as
well as general and specific
leadership development areas,
and leadership skills requisite
for success in the 21st century.

I attended the workshop she
referred to, Women, Language
& Leadership, presented by
sociology professor Laura
Appleton.
This workshop was well done
and the student evaluations of
this session were positive.
Appleton did an excellent job
of explaining verbal and
nonverbal language patterns
typical of American women,
and the way in these mannerisms can diminish their effectiveness, credibility and power.
She did not say a woman must
act like a man to be leader.
By the year 2000 approximately 4 7 percent of the
workforce will be women, and
61 percent of all American
women will be employed. John
N aisbitt
and
Patricia
Aburdene, authors of the number-one bestseller, "Mega
Trends 2000," say the '90s will
be the decade of women in
leadership.
Women are assuming leadership positions in business,
education and industry. About
40 percent of the 14.2 million
executive, administrative and
management jobs are held by
women, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

See LETTERS I page 9
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If I end up in Africa, can I call it home?

T

here's no place
like home."
Or so says the
resident Oz
expert, Dorothy.
For the college student
who spends at least nine
months of the year away
from home this can create
quite a dilemma.
The first time I went
home my freshman year
was after I'd been at school
for about five weeks.
I went to my mom's work
and casually, quite innocently somehow called
Ellensburg "home."
My mom seemed shocked:
"'Home' is where?"
In a Seattle newspaper

citizens around. 4. Nearby
greenery.
I don't think students
should spend four or five
years of their lives feeling
perpetually away from home,
so these things should be
sought after.
•An identifiable neighborhood: That can be found in
the residence halls, or in an
DARLA HILL
apartment complex, or it can
be a little more boundary-free
Editor
and found in any kind of
recently the results of an
support system one sets up.
interesting survey were
My identifiable neighborpublished. To feel "at home,"
hood is with my friends and
according to the survey, people in my church.
need the following things: 1.
•Enough sunshine: That's
An identifiable neighborhood. less of a problem here than it
2. Enough sunshine. 3. Older
is on the west side. It's not

constant, but it comes.
•Older citizens around:
What do you think professors
are for? (It's a joke, Briggs.)
One of the saddest parts of
college life is the isolation
that can occur, especially
when living on campus. It's
important to be exposed to
older adults, teenagers,
married people, kids, and
senior citizens regularly.
We all might be in one or
more of those roles someday
and we need some good role
models around us.
•Nearby greenery: Tougher
on this side than on the west
side. Again, it comes - but in
a way different than what a
lot of us are used to.

Put up some plants. And
put up with the sprinklers.
I hope my mom wasn't
hurt when I called Ellensburg "home."
I do live here and yes,
consider this home. I
imagine that I'll be traveling around a lot in my
lifetime and I must take
my heart with me.
It doesn't mean I don't
love and appreciate the
home I had growing up.
I do. My childhood home
was a good place to be and
is still a part of me.
"Home is where the heart
is," you know.
Thanks, mom - and
Happy Mother's Day.

From· LETTERS I page 8
The conference organizers
surveyed Club Senate, Residence Hall Council, the Board
of Directors and random faculty, staff and administrators
to determine the types of
workshops best for the conference. Five ofthe 21 workshops
presented were aimed at
women and cultural diversity,
while the others addressed
more general issues.
Of the 160 students attending the conference, 90 were
women. Ninety percent of
those attendingrated the conference as a five (on a low-high
scale of one to five). Nine percent rated it four, one percent
three, and there were no two
or one ratings.
The conference addressed
"leadership issues of the
1990s," not why women need
to act like men to lead. I'm very
sorry Pope got this impression.
This was not the theme of our
conference.

Summer students:
The six-week
summer session
dates have been
changed.

The new dates for
this session are
July 1 to Aug. 9.

~~MOVING OVERSEAS
TO STUDY? or
RETURNING HOME?
or SENDING GIFTS
TO FRIENDS?
Let Airport Brokers save you on the
transportation cost. Weofferairand
ocean rates on overseas shipments.
Before you ship call us for a rate!

Alana Hastings

AIRPORT BROKERS
CORPORATION
(206) 246-6580

Conference Coordinator

25% off new arrivals-
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UtM

·. P.S. Don't forget. ..
is Mother's Day.

Banquet room seats up to 40
Sun.-Thurs. 11 :30am-9:00pm • Fri./Sat. 11 :30am-10:30pm

3rd &Main

925-4140
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SCENE
Educational escapade: Egypt to E-burg
by Samantha Swain
Contributing reporter

y first reaction
was (one) of
culture shock,"
said newlyappointed English department professor at Central,
Margaret Jones.
The culture shock wasn't
from arriving in Ellensburg, however. It came
when she went to Egypt,
where she lived for eight
years.
In 1982, Jones left for
Alexandria, Egypt with a
voluntary service overseas
program to teach English
as a Second Language.
While there, she taught at
the University of Alexandria and the International
Language Institute.
The culture shock Jones
experienced came partly
from not knowing the
language.
'.' It is disorienting, I was
illiterate," she said, "It took
me a long time to learn the
Arabic language, but I
picked up speaking fast as
a matter of necessity."
It wasn't long after her
arrival when Jones felt
comfortable in the culture.
"I found Egypt very
attractive and likeable.
There was a willingness in
people to go out of their
way to help each other,"
said Jones. "There was a
great generosity."
The time spent in Egypt
gave her the opportunity to

M

i Central
b-y Karri Matau
Staff reporter

Everyone experiences music
in different ways.
Jim Carlson is no exception.
Majoring in theory and composition at Central, Carlson, 21,
experiences music not only as
a listener, but as a composer
and a performer.
He began taking piano lessons when he was 10. Like
many kids, he didn't become
serious until about junior high
school. He gives credit to a
teacher who was very excited
about music.
He began improvising in a
junior highjazz band. Improvisation led Carlson to composition, a common progression.
The first pieces, he said, were
"misguided, typical early
work".
At Mariner High School in
Mukilteo, his interest in music
continued. When he was 16, he
had an opportunity to perform
his work in a small restaurant,
Shamrocks, in Mukilteo.
After high school Carlson
went to Edmonds Community
College for a year. There, he
played piano in the jazz band.
He was also active in the electronic music program.
Recently, Carlson entered
three composition competitions, two of which he won.

for the university to become
more racially and culturally
diverse for the whole
learning environment," said
Jones. "I get the feeling
now that the setting is not
always a congenial one for
the minorities."
Jones not only wants
diversification of students
but in the curriculum as
well. The new action on
campus to change the
"literary canon" interests
her.
"Diversity needs to be
introduced to the curriculum," said Jones.
"It has to be made clear
that modifying the English
curriculum doesn't mean
abolishing the teaching of
Shakespeare. Minority ·
authors, especially women,
need to be included in the
curriculum."
Jones has a lot of motivaNicole Patzer/The Observer
tion
to get involved with
Magaret Jones, newly appointed professor of English, spent eight years in Egypt teaching
these
issues on campus but
English as a second language~ Jones is writing a book titled "Heretics and Hellraisers."
her time is limited.
She is currently getting
do some other traveling.
doctorate in American Studteaching assistant at Purdue, ready to finish a book she
"I did a lot of tourist hops
ies at Purdue University
where she taught composition has been writing. It is a
historical study of women
around the Middle East. I
(Indiana). Jones was also a
and ESL courses.
have been to Iran and
"Most of the places I have
writers who contributed to
Kuwait, but you have to live
been teaching at emphasized a feminist magazine called
there to really soak up the
"It took me a long science and technology," said "The Masses" published
Jones. ''When I got to Cenculture."
from 1911-1917.
time to learn the
tral I was delighted to find
Originally from the south of
"I'm looking at the women
Arabic language,
such an emphasis of Liberal
England, Jones received a
who were all interesting in
bachelor's degree, and a
but I picked (it) up Arts. I also love the variety their own rights. All of
students."
masters in English, from the
them worked on women's
fast as a matter of ofAlthough
Jones is happy
University College of North
rights to carve their own
necessity."
with the environment at
Wales in the United Kingdestiny," said Jones. The
Central, she does see the
dom.
book, "Heretics and
- Margaret Jones
need for some change.
After returning from
Hellraisers," is expected to
"It would be a healthy thing be completed in August.
Egypt she went on to get a

music student remains 'composed'
One competition was held at
Washington and Le~ University in Lexington, Virginia.
Carlson and 10 other undergraduate winners from
throughout the United States
were allowed to participate in
the Sonoklect New Music Festival, held during the last week
in April.
The festival included three
days of music classes, seminars, and an evening program
where the students' music was
performed.
Carlson entered two songs,
"The Memory," and "Men with
Flame." he described them as
"art songs"- poetry set to
music and usually played on
piano with vocal.
The winners had an opportunity to speak one-on-one and
receive input from "big name
composers" in the music business.
"I felt very encouraged by
what I heard," said Carlson.
He received a president's association grant from Dr.
Garrity to help with the expenses of the trip. "I am really
grateful that the music department has received some
support,"said Carlson.
The second competition that
Carlson won was the Washington State Music Teachers'
Association award. He won
first place with three short pi-

Nicole Patzer/The Observer

Central student Jim Carlson composing at the piano. Carlson, a music theory/composition
major, recently won two composition competitions, one in Virginia and one in this state.

ano pieces. And, he took second
place with his two "art songs".
Carlson will perform these
during a recital on June 19, at
the University of Puget Sound.
He continues to write for
himself, and for friends and
teachers throughout the music
department.
Although he doesn't play the
guitar he just completed a

guitar composition.
"I wrote the song using the
piano, but with the guitar in
mind,"said Carlson. "I think
musicians like that better."
Carlson is enthusiastic about
his latest compostion-his first
string quartet, which will be
played at a composers forum
on May 23, at 5:30 p.m., in
Hertz Hall. Both faculty and

students will perform.
After completing his
bachelor's degree he wants to
get his master's degree at Central.
"To be a full time com poser
you need to teach," said
Carlson. He said that teaching is a definite possibility.
"I just want people to perform my work, " said Carlson.
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Entertain your parents and yourself
arent's weekend is
rapidly approaching,
along with an abundance of activities
both on and off campus.
But first percussionist Phil
Bowden presents his senior
re-cital in Hertz today at 8 p.m.
A reminder that tomorrow at
noon, the Divining Rods rock
outside on the Barto lawn.
Friday and Saturday nights,
the drama department's production of "Cat's Paw," by
William Martrosimone opens.
The Tower Theater play will
also be presented May 16, 1 7
and 18, with all curtain times
set for 8 p.m.
Beginning tomorrow in Hertz
Hall is the 16th annual Invitational High School Jazz
Festival. The festival features
the non-competitive performances of more than 20 Washington high school jazz bands
and choirs, and also performances by four of Central's
award-winningjazz ensembles.
The fes tival is open to the
public, is free of charge, and
runs from 6 to 10 p.m. tomor-

P

GINA ZUKOSKI
Scene editor
row and from 10 a.m. to about
8 p.m. Saturday.
Saturday, the year-long
centennial celebration begins with opening ceremonies
at 11 a.m. in Edison Plaza
(Ninth avenue and "D" street),
with an "all free-band, choir
flags-colorful beginning."
Also Saturday morning, to
kick off "Run with the Wind,
Walk with the Breeze," downtown the band Spectre will
play a mix of originals and covers. That's Spectre, five Central students, at the Rotary
Pavilion from 8:15 a.m. until
10:15 a.m.

Saturday night's highlight of
parent's weekend, comedian
George Miller waxes witty in
the SUB Ballroom at 8 p.rri.
Miller has appeared on "Late
Night With David Letterman"
and "The Tonight Show" more
than 40 times each. Tickets are
available at the door for $6.
Also Saturday evening, an
original musical drama by
Central graduate student
Kevin Allen-Schmid titled
"Family Farm" will be presented in McConnell Auditorium at 8 p.m., and again on
Sunday at 3 p.m.
The show is performed by the
Ellensburg Community Chorus and the Blue Agate Square
Dancers.
Tickets will be available at
the door for $3.
Your parents might enjoy a
tour through the Spurgeon
Gallery in Randall Hall to catch
a glimpse of art work being
displayed during the annual
Student Art Show.
The gallery will be open 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. both Saturday
and Sunday.

SOME NEW MUSIC

The International Society of
Poets (ISP) is accepting poems
for its "World's Largest Poem
for Peace."
Anyone may contribute original poems (20 lines or less) to
this worldwide effort.
This document, expected to
be longer than several football
fields, will be presented to the
Secretary-General of the
United Nations following the
society's National Poetry Symposium in Washington, D.C.
Aug.16-18.
In addition, ISP will donate
ten cents to UNICEF on behalf
of everyone who shows support
for world peace by submitting a
poem.
Original poems may be sent
to: World's Largest Poem for
Peace, P.O. Box 627, Owing
Mills, MD 21117.

r--------,
~~
McDonald's is now hiring.
Must be able to work
through the summer.
We're looking for friendly,
energetic people to join
our crew team.
Hours are flexible.
Interviews:
Monday-Tuesday-Thursday
Sam to 11am
2pmto Spm

To repudiate the commonlyheld belief that Ellensburg
lacks any night life, you could
take them to the New Mint,
where Rockslide delivers
rockin' renditions of great
blues, R & Band rock 'n' roll
classics Friday and Saturday,
from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
This band's personnel is
strictly Central alumni and it
was the band in town between
1987 and 1989.
If country is more the folks'
style, take them to the Buckboard. This weekend, the Impellers will play both good
kinds of music-Country AND
Western!
If your parents prefer recordedmusic, Adeline's still has
Central
student Brad
Torgeson spinning '60s
through '80s classic rock
downstairs. Torgeson's compact disc collection numbers
more than 350, and your parents must be familiar with at
least one or two.
Over at the Best Western
lounge, a disc jockey plays current dance hits.

TREAT YOUR EARS TO

'Live' poet's
society wants
your work

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Orchesis, Central's dance
troupe, performs at 2 p.m. in
Nicholson 106.
Sunday,is the parent's brunch
and outstanding student recognition in the SUB Fountain
room at 10 a.m.
A concert, "Jam for Lunch,"
featuring Central's Vocal Jazz
Ensemble I and Jazz Band I,
begins at 11 a.m. in Hertz Hall.
Tickets will be available at the
door for $3.
Also on Sunday, the Ellensburg Golf Course hosts a golf
tournament beginning at 11
a.m.
Sunday, Jake Bergevin,
trumpet, presents his senior
recital in Hertz at 8 p.m.
Ifyour parents have returned
home by Sunday evening and
home is Seattle, they just may
want to hear Central's University Chorale in concert
with the Seattle Youth Symphony at 8 p.m. in the Seattle
Opera House.
After you and your parents
have experienced campus life.
and events, how -about showing them some of the town?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L--------..1
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THE LA'S

FEATURING THE SMASH UK TRACKS
''THERE SHE GOES'' AND ''TIMELESS MELODY"

THE IA'S
The La's

ON SALE
$7.99 Cass
$11.99 CD

• 12 oz Sno 2 go 49i
• 32 oz Pepsi

59~

Once again there's a
rumble emanating from
Merseyside - one that can
be traced to four La's
(lads) who are giving pop fanatics a giddy sense of deja vu and a
whole lot more. Produced by Steve Lillywhite, the bands songs
are opened up without a hint of excess. They have a chiming,
beat combo catchiness that firmly establishes the bands hard,
uncut sound and biting, street level social commentary. The
band feels that people are ready for a new wave, and you can be
sure the La's will be riding the crest.

~~~~)

,

~\~1
:~

XYMOX
PHOENIX

~•.111!1!

• Honey Hill Farms Yogert
• Homade Waffle Cones

INCLUDES "PHOENIX OF MY HEART",
"SMILE LIKE HEAVEN", "ATTHE END OF THE DAY"
AND "BELIEVE ME SOMETIMES"

~

Phoenix

ON SALE
$7.99 Cass
$11.99 CD

HONEY Hill FARMS~
THE ULTIMATE FRozeN

XYMOX

YOGURT~

Xymox. Pronounced ZY-

MOX. Proclaimed a hit
any way you pronounce it.
Xymox brings new meaning
to the word surreal. Mercury is proud to release Phoenix.
Crossing over every stereotype, every format, Xymox gives us an
album filled with their signature sound, imagery, and vision.
From the impassioned to the ethereal to the intangible, we are
once again taken into the world of sheer brilliance that is
Xymox.

NOW AVAILABLE AT: .

313 N. Pearl
- 925·6895
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Dr. Wayne Hertz still inusically active
val were Vance George, director of the San Francisco
Symphony's chorus; Randy
Dr. Wayne Hertz recently re- Ellefson, choir director at
turned to Central, his home for Whitworth College; and Westmany years, to adjudicate par- ern Noble, director of music at
ticipants during Central's an- Luther College in Idaho.
Hertz, affectionately known
nual Invitational High School
as "Pappy," presided over
Choral Festival.
The festival, organized by Central's department of music
music professor Geoffrey Boers, for 36 years, serving as chairfeatured the musical perfor- man and is now professor
mances of 16 Washington and emeritus of music.
The name Hertz itself is faOregon high school chor.a l
miliar to most Central students
groups.
The festival allows the groups - the music building was
to "receive critiques and input named in his honor in 1974,
from prestigious clinicians (of when he retired from Central.
Hertz, 83, now resides on
whom Dr. Hertz was one), and
to share music with one an- Bainbridge Island with · his
second wife, Marion.
other," Boers said.
Central professor of music,
The other clinicians and adjudicators for this year's festi- John Moawad, attended Cenby Gina Zukoski
Scene editor

tral during Dr. Hertz's era. He
considers Hertz to be a major
influence and a mentor in his
life.
"I really admired the man that
this building on this campus is
named for," said Moawad. "He
has a way with people. He could
motivate people. I absorbed,
and still use, many of the same
teaching techniques."
"I had Wayne as a student at
New York University during
the summer of 1957,"said
Maurice Pettit, Central· professor emeritus o( psychology
and education. "He was one of
my best students."
''Wayne and I still hunt birds
together, every year," said
Pettit. "We have been hunting
pheasan ts since 1951 !"
In addition to bird hunting,
Hertz remains very active in
music performance and education.
He will be back at Central
next year to conduct Central
professor Bob Panerio's original musical work, ·which will
be performed for the centennial closing ceremonies on May
30, 1992.

Catherine Nisbet/Special to The Observer

This is one of the works being displayed during the annual
student art show, running now through May 17. The Spurgeon
Gallery, located in Randall Hall, will be open from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

All ladies' sheer hosiery
Basic and fashion shades.

"Best Wishes to CWUfor Another 100 Years"

Bring This Ad
Buy One Set of Guitar Strings
Get one Free!

)J '1Jj
.

v

I
I

:
I

I
I

Expires May 30

217 N. Pine

I
I
I

962-5785

I

~--------------------~

10 Gallon
Tank Only
Reg. $11.87

On Sale $16.45

On Sale $8.78

~
....~- -

Sale price effective through Saturday, May 18, 1991

All men's shorts
A super summer colfection of
style's !01· men and yo11ng men .

choice

30.- 50% off

: 30% OFF All Tropical :
Fish With This Coupon
L_c~u~~E!P~!.5~!:_9.!_•.!:l!n!'!9 Pet ~'.!e~ J
I
1

.

.

I
1

All Black
Hills Gold
Sale prices effective through
Saturday, May 11, 1991 unless
otherwise noted.

All men's underwear
·~· by Towncraft®and

Lee Wright®

Sale
5.99
bath
The JCPenney towel®

Men's shirts by Par
Four® and Towncraft®

Byer® Currants® Jordach~

-i Clip and Save r- - - - - -,

All men's short-sleeve
dress shirts and longsleeve dress shirts.

16.99

These national brands
for juniors.

Sale Ends Sat. May 18th

Styles for misses', juniors', petites'
and women's sizes.

Pretty pajamas, sleepshirts and
robes.

25% off
10 Gallon
Tank Top Combo
Reg. $21.47

· All dressy blouses and
sweaters for her

All sleepwear and
robes for her

Reg. $8. Plush terry towel.
Sale 4.49 Reg. $6. Hand Towel.
Sale 2.29 Reg. $3. Washcloth.

CHILDREN'S REBATE SALE

20% to 30o/o off

All kids' apparel

25°/o to 35°/o off
All kids' shoes

Purchase

Save

Purchase

Save

250.01 or more at regular price . . .

35°/o
30°/o
25°/o
20°/o

3 or more pairs . . . . . . . . . . . .

35o,;0
300,;0
25%

150.01 to $250 at regular price ...
50.01 to $150 at regular price ....
$1 to $50 at regular price... . . . .

2 or more pairs . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 pair ...................

·JCPenney
Fashion comes to life

sM
1991, JCPenney Company, Inc.
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Native American pow-wow and benefit concert in Sundome
by Gina Zukoski
Scene editor

The Yakima Sundome hosts
the 17th Annual International
Pow-Wow, Benefit Concert and
Native American Fine Arts
Show, June 7-9.
The event is organized by
Tiinowit, a non-profit cultural
organization based in Yakima.
A pow-wow is a traditional
gathering of Indian dancers
and drummers, and is being
held to "commemorate the
signing of the Treaty of 1855,
to preserve and promote the
Yakima Indian culture and to
share the Yakima tradition
with. non-Indians."
This year's event will feature
the Onion Lake Indian Dance
Theater of Saskatchewan.
The pow-wow takes place
Saturday and Sunday (June 8
and 9), from 11 :30 a.m. until 1
a.m. The admission charge is
$2.50 per day.
Friday at 7 p.m., a benefit
concert features the Lara Lavi
band from Seattle. Lavi's sixpiece band focuses upon jazz
and rhythm and blues, and is a
club regular in Seattle. Lavi

1

herself is the attorney for the
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe,
based in Seattle.
The concert also features Lalo
Guerrero, 73, a Latino musician who composed numerous
classic Mexican songs and
wrote the music to Luis
Valdez's hit "Zoot Suit."
A portion of the concert p~o
ceeds will be used to fund
scholarships
for Native
American students.
The weekend will also bring a
NativeAmerican Fine Arts
Show, open 9 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Friday, and is free of charge.
General admission tickets for
the concert and pow-wow are
available at the door and at all
Ticketmaster outlets.
The Tiinowit celebration is
reported to be one of the largest pow-wows in North
America.
This is the first year the event
will be held in the Sundome.
Previously, the Yakima Indian
Reservation, near the town of
White Swan, hosted the event.
The Sundome is located on
South Tenth Street between
Nob Hill and Pacific Avenues,
in Yakima.

Charles Stewart /Special to the Observer

The Onion Lake Indian Dance Theater of Saskatchewan will
be featured at the Tinnowit 17th annual pow-wow.

lllean up your room!
Your mother will be coming soon and you wouldn't want her to find out how you
really live, would you?
Below are some of the highlighted events of Parents Weekend. So take your
Mom and Dad out and show them a good time in Ellensburg!
Sunday,
May 12
1991

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1991
Invitational High School
Jazz Festival
Hertz

Mother's Day Brunch

6:30 p.m.-11 :30 p.m.
free

SUB Fountain Room
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
$6.50 per person

"Cat's Paw" (play)

Outstanding Student

Tower Theatre
8:00 p.m. (Sat.-Sun.)
$4.00 general
$3.00 student

Recognition
SUB Fountain Room
10:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
Golf Tournament
Ellensburg Golf Course

RHC Spring Carnival
Barto Lawn

11
$10.00 per person

4:30 p.m.

.

"Jam" for Brunch - a Jazz
Concert

.

. .Wiildfest'.ghqA/TaSte ofO~. : BaFtllcue . ·: . .:Y:

..:.; . :::::

. valley:,.:..:.: .. :. "· ·: :.::: . · . . ·HolmErn.west.: . :u:< ·. : : •.

: .p9wntowrf:::.,.<:;;::::::.::<<.::.:::::· . . :-: . · ::.·4:4pP~n1.~+6:3~.p.m::.·

.

. . .~:e=:~-~::~·rn..~~;gg:~:':m~:::: ·:. ·. ·:.· :.: .:·:. ~:'.:j-~>.: : :·: ·: : : C:"·: . : : : ~: .: :.:>i: : ·/>i· >.: ·:
. :·ear'tnisYweek:eiiii"niinch;:· · . . . :.: . :. a~org¢ :Mt..ll¢r tGPffi:¢diaiiJ '·
. fi6imes::mninri Han::<: :. :"">:::-:: $OB eanroo:rn ":.:; : . .: :.:. : "· . .;. .
·:-;;.;.-.:.;. .

•••
••
••
••
•••

(sorry no meal will be served)

11 a.m.
Hertz Auditorium
$3.00 per person

••••••••
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Now hiring for fall quarter

~Observer
•Editor
•Managing (news) editor
•Copy editors (2)
•Scene e.ditor
•Sports editor
•Photo editor
•Production manager
•Assistant production manager
•Advertising representatives (3) .
These positions are all paid and are available for upper-division credit.
Send a letter of application and a resume to John P. Foster, Bouillon 252A.
·DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS FRIDAY, MAY 24•

••
TO: CLUB SENATORS
RE: NEW MEETING TIME
AND- DATE
Club Senate now holds its meetings
on alternate

WEDNESDAYS at 3 p.m.
Be sure your club and its senator is
aware of this.
Next Meeting: May 15

Watch This Space!
In an effort to gain greater
student input, a FORUM will be held with
Shawn Christie, the student representative
on the search committee to find Central a
new president.
Shawn will be taking your comments,
suggestions, and general input back to the
committee to ensure student input in the
search.

A date and time will be set soon for
the FORUM ....

Inquiries can be made in the BOD Office, SUB 106.

Come & Have Fun At The

ay, May 10 • 1 p.m. - 7 p.m. •
Food~

Entertainment:f Activities
sponsored by Residence Hall Council
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SPORTS
'Cats take on WhitID.an in playoffs
Best-of-three
winner in playoff series goes to
regionals in L.A.

BASEBALL

was hit by a ptich. Jim Paoletti
followed with a single, and with
two outs Glenn laced a single
to load the bases.
John Anderson walked to
force in a run, and then Dean
Jason Eckert
Martinez followed with a twoStaff reporter
run, two out, pinch hit double
The Wildcat baseball team for the tying and go-ahead runs.
Paoletti was 4-for-7 for the
clinched an NAIA District 1
playoff berth Saturday in day, and Glenn hit his second
Tacoma with a doubleheader home run in three days to help
split against the University of lift the Wildcats to a district 1
playoff berth.
Puget Sound.
Central entered the games
The win was the deciding distrfot game putting the 'Cats against UPS with a three game
win streak. In Tuesday's game,
into playoffs.
"The win felt great. It was a the 'Cats traveled to Whitman,
big lift emmotionally for us," and swept a doubleheader by
said first baseman Barry the scores of 13-6 arid 8-2.
Tom Magruder had four hits
Glenn.
Central entered Saturday's _ and three RBI and Chad Bala
games against UPS needing at added five hits and two RBI in
least a split to clinch a playoff the doubleheader sweep of
Whitman.
berth.
"We had good pitching perIn the first game the Wildcats, 7-4 in district play and formances and we hit the ball
11-20 overall, were beaten by with power all over the field,"
Glenn said about the game.
the Loggers 10-1.
Wednesday saw Sean Seimon
In the nightcap the 'Cats
needed a seventh innning, and Barry Glenn each hit solo
three run rally to come back home runs for the 'Cats against
and beat a determined UPS Pacific Lutheran in an 8-5 District 1 victory.
team 6-5.
In Monday's game against
Siemon started the Wildcat
rally in the seventh when he Whitworth, the 'Cats got some

Nicole Patzer/The Observer

Central pitcher Greg Feeder warms up before the Wildcats doubleheader game against the
University of Puget Sound last Saturday. The 'Cats in winning game two of the twin-bill clinched
the team's fifth consecutive District 1 playoff berth.

excellent pitching but were
unable to get the clutch hit and
advance their runners in scoring position.
Central lost by scores of 4-1
and 1-0.
"We had great pitching, but
no hitting with guys in scoring
position," said Glenn.
Coach Ken Wilson was still

enthusiatic about the play of three series which will deterhis team, especially the pitch- mine the qualifier for the reing.
gional tournament next week
"Dean Martinez, Brad · in Los Angeles.
Nelson and Sean Siemon all
"We know what to expect from
threw expectionally well Mon- them," said Wilson.
day," he said.
"We've seen their best pitchThe Wildcats will travel to ing, what we have to do now is
Spokane tomgrrow for rematch make some adjustments and
withWhitworth in a best of score some runs."

Tennis squads place 7th at districts
by Todd Tucker
staff reporter

Nicole Patzer/The Observer

Central tennis player Bob Strickland hits in warm-ups before his district
match last weekend in Ellensburg. Strickland, the men's number one seed,
was the only player on the team who won a match at the district meet.

Central's men and women's tennis
teams both placed seventh in the
NAIA District 1 Tournament last
weekend.
Coach Mark Morril was happy with
both team's performances at the
district meet.
"We improved over last year's teams
at districts," he said.
Morril said the team's -improved
over the course of the season and will
continue to improve next season with
only one player leaving both teams.
In the meet the Lady 'Cats scored a
total of six points at the tournament.
The six points were the most scored
by the women at a district tournment
sincel 985 when they put up eight
points and placed fourth overall.
Nancy Cole made it through two
rounds of singles competition by
beating her Seattle Pacific University opponent 6-2, 0-6, 6-3.
In the second round she beat Karen
Richert of Western Washington
University in a dose 6-7, 6-3, 6-2
match.
"Everyone played well, we're only
losing one player for next year," said
Cole. "We improved a lot and it was
fun."
.
Cole also teamed with Jill Nelson in
doubles for two more points to make
it to the quarterfinals.
"Even though we started off slow,
our level of play increased with the
better competition," Nelson said referring to the pair's doubles play.
"We did really well for a young
team, and everyone has improved
since the beginning of the year."
Noel Hoiby also tallied up a point in
a 6-0, 6-0 shutout over SPU's Juli

TENNIS

"We did really well for
a young team,
and everyone
has improved
since the beginning
of the year."
-Jill Nelson
Douglas.
Andrea Fuller and Amy
Templeton joined forces to score
the only other points for the 'Cats,
winning a 6-2, 6-4 doubles match
against SPU.
Bob Strickland earned both of
Central's men's points. He beat
Brandon Davis of Whitman 7-6, 26, 7-5 in the first round and slipped
by Bryan Benson of PLU 7-6, 0-6,
7-5 in the second.
Strickland was finally handled
by Lewis-Clark's Ashley Grant 64, 6-3 in the third round.
"I pulled off a couple of upsets," he
said. "It felt really good to beat
some of those guys."
Seattle University took the men's
title. The Chieftain's Bob Cox won
the men's singles and combined
with Rob Box to grab the doubles
title at the NAIA National Tournament to be held May 20-25.
Central's t~ams polished off the
season on winning notes with a
final 14-14 record and head into
next season with some promising
· young teams.
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Golf team going for Siemon having fun, hopes
District 1 title today to lead sluggers to regionals
Wildcat golfers
look to beat SFU
for title and trip
to nationals
by Todd Tucker
staff reporter

Central's golf team will compete in the NAIA District 1 golf
championships in Olympia this
afternoon.
"We have a pretty good chance·
to win districts," said team
member Marc Hughes.
"We have more depth on this
year's team, but Simon Fraser
will be tough to beat," he said.
The Wildcats with a win, will
qualify for the NAIA national
tournament in Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Only the winning team and
the individual champion will
earn the trip to Oklahoma.
St. Martin's University is
hosting the tournament, which
will be held at the Capitol City
Golf Course in Olympia. Two
18-hole rounds will b~ played
today and Friday for a total of
54-holes.
Favored to repeat as defending champions, the Simon
Fraser Clan will also have Scott
Bennett playing, who is the
tournament's defending individual champion.
Central has reason to be optimistic heading into districts.
The golfers managed to beat

GOLF
"ason Eckert

"We have a pretty
good chance to
win districts.
We have more
depth on this
year's team,
but Simon Fraser
will be tough to
beat."
- Marc Hughes
Simon Fraser on their home
course at the Simon Fraser
Invitational three weeks ago.
"We have a lot more confidence after beating Simon
Fraser a few weeks ago," said
Hughes. "We're pumped."
Central, Western Washington University, and the Clan
are the odds-on favorites heading into the district tournament.
Representing Central in the
tournament will be Marc
Hughes, a senior hailing from
Richland; Paul Maloney, a
freshman from Battle Ground;
Jeff Sauvage, a freshman from
Fall City; Mike O'Keefe, a
sophomore from Seattle; and
Glenn Lambert,, a junior na-:
tive of Wenatchee.

Staff reporter

Only a best of three playoff
series reamains for the Wildcat baseball . team, and
Central's Sean Siemon plans
to enjoy every minute of it.
Siemon helped lead the 'Cats
to its fifth consecutive district
playoff berth.
The senior has played a big
role in the 'Cats successes this
season
The Ephrata native is the
·
fi eIder, and one
startmgcenter
of the team's leading offensive
weapons in the Wildcat arsenal.
Siemon and team won't be
happy with just a district playoff berth.
"Our main goal is to get to the
regional playoffs in Los Angeles," he said.
The senior is currently fifth
on the team with a .315 batting average, third in RBis
with 13, second in hits with 22
and first in home runs with
three.
Impressive as those numbers
may be Siemon isn't satisfied
with his season &o far.
"I wouldn't say that I was
slumping, but I feel like I can
still hit the ball better," Siemon
said.
"I would like to have a few
more multi-hit games."

Sean Siemon

Siemon spent the first 12
years of his life in Riverside,
California and didn't start
playing baseball until he was
16-years-old.
His family moved from Riverside to Ephrata, where Siemon
started honing his baseball
skills.
After graduating high school
in 1985 Siemon was recruited

to play baseball by Bellevue
Community College and Big
Bend Community College.
He decided to stay on the east
of the moutains and play for
Big Bend.
Siemon is in his second year
with the Wildcats and doesn't
have aspirations of playing pro
baseball after the season.
"If I had a chance to play
beyond this I would, but I'm
not counting on it. My age is
proably holding me back," he
said.
Siemon is a Leisure Services
major who plans to be a
superintendant of a city parks
department when he graduates.
Besides playing baseball
Siemon loves to fish and in the
future would like to try coaching.
Right now Siemon and his
Central teamates are concentratingonmakingreservations
for Los Angeles.

rr=============================================:;-,
EARN 3-15 CREDITS
as an Intern

BEAN
ASSISTANT
TO THE
.
DIRECTOR OF
GOVERNMENTAL
AND CORPORATE
RELATIONS

• Open to all majors
• Flexible hours

Contact the President's Office Bouillon 208H 963-2111

'Ifie. Central 'Wa.sliington 'University 'WUd'cat '13ataf{ion,

Yf.ir !Force Ca.scatfe Cow6oys anti tfie 'West 'llaffey J!l{aTC
request tlie fionor ofyour presence
at tlie Yf.nnual PresUfentia[ ~treat
on 'Wednesday, tfie ftfteentli of May
at tfiree o 'cfocl(in tlie afternoon.
Peterson :Jla[{, C. 'J1l. 'll.
'Ifie activities are in fionor of tlie
.Centraf 'Wa.sfiington 'University 100tfi anniversary and
f4.nny 1<_0'TC's 75tli anniversary. .

• Open to all students

OuR FREE .OFFER W1LL

Go

To YoUR HEAD

Events: •Army band at 1 p.m. in the SUB
•Parade at 3 p.m. at Peterson Hall
•Reception following parade, at Peterson

Mr. G's Grocery
Invites You to Bring Your
Parents in for an i
Ice Cold Pop!

eeee

~
.
~IITFARMS@

c_

--

-

THE ULTIMATE FROZEN YOGURt1M

Give yourself a head sfart on spring cycling fun. For a limited time, buy a 1991
Specialized Hardrock®or Rockhopper®mountain bike* and get our $59.95 Air Force™
helmet. Freel These bikes are just right for a smooth, comfortable ride, and they're
mountain tough for your favorite off-road adventure. And the Air Force™ helmet is cool
comfortable, and meets or exceeds the Snell and ANSI standards for bicycle helmets.
Any way you look at it, this deal will rest easy on your mind.

Available now at...

offer good thru May 14

8th I Chestnut - 925-2487

The Recycle Bicycle Shop
Main Street
Ellensburg
925-3326
*Offer good o~ ~ordroclt'. Hardroc~ Cruz, Rockhopper Sp<>~, a~d.Rockhopper Comp models. Offer good only at participating
Spec1al1zed retailers. Choice of helmet color and size l1m1ted to stock available. Offer ends June 15, 1991 .
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS
STANDINGS AS OF MAY 6
MENS "W" MON-WED 3 p.m
TEAM
DIAL9
Bushmasters
Mike Liberato
Anderson C-Section
F.C. Ellensburg
Army ROTC

WON
8
6
4
3
3
1

LOST
0
1
3
5
5
7

MENS "X" M;ON-WED 5pm
TIE
0
1
1
0
0
0

SPORTSMANSHIP

10.00
9.50
9.50
9.50
9.10
8.10

TEAM
Shoes Unlimited
The Cult
Better Life
Grand Central
Tapp Inn
?
Sub Shop
Big Sticks
What A Rush
Gang
Chewin' Drunk
Rob Reid

s.os.

Wolverines

WON
7
6
5
5
5
4
3·
3
3
3
2
0

TIE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SPORTSMANSHIP

TIE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
9

SPORTSMANSHIP

9.50
9.75
9.50
10.00
9.75
9.10
8.30
7.00
8.90
7.90
8.75
8.90

CO-ED "B" MON-WED 6pm

CO-ED "A" MON-WED 4 pm
TEAM
Mt. High Sports
Field Patrol
The Tav
Gladiators
Traitors
C.FM.
B.A.M.M.
The Nellies
The ROOS
David Ranger

LOST
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
7
8

WON
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
2
1
0

LOST
1
1
2
3
3
3
4
5
5
5
6
8

TIE
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

SPORTSMANSHIP

9.75
9.75
10.00
9.75
9.48
10.00
10.00
9.75
9.50
8.50
9.75
9.48

TEAM
We Tarzan, We Jane
Utter Confusion
K.C.'sCrew
Kamiakan Crew
Wild Thing
4 on the Floorgasm
Marcy Zabel
Tom Bannon

LOST
0

WON
8
7
7
5
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
0

L.O.D.
Tony Morrison
Staff Infection
Legion of Doom

1

1
3
3
3
5
5
5
6
7
8

9.75
9.75
9.75
9.75
9.75
8.75
9.75
9.75
9.10
10.00
7.90
8.00

Look for Tuesdays and Thursdays Intramural softball standings in upcoming Observer issues

'Cat track teams
go for district title
Central's men's track team,
with five defending champions,
is hoping to win the NAIA District 1 men's track-and-field
team championships for the
first time since 1988 this weekend.
The district meet begins Friday at Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma with preliminaries and finals in some
events. The meet concludes
Saturday.
The 'Cats won back-to-back
titles in 1987 and 1988, but
finished third last year when
PLU won its second straight
title in a close three-way race
with Western Washington
University and the Wildcats.
Defending individual champions for Central include James
Mitchell in the 100 meters,
Brian Meyer in the 400 meters
and Greg Olsen in the 400
meter intermediate hurdles.
Dave Phillips in the discus
and Kenny Thompson in the
high jump round out the
Wildcats individual champions
heading into the meet.
Central is also the defending
champion in the 4 x 100 meter
relay.
This Spring the 'Cats have
posted the best times in nine
events in the district.
Keith Baker has the best
times in three events: the 100
and 200 meters and the 110
meter high hurdles.
Mitchell, who shared the
Outstanding Male Performer
award in the meet last year,
has the best time in the 400
meters and ranks second to
Baker in the 100 and 200
meters.
Central also has the best
marks this spring in both the 4
x 100 and 4 x 400 meter relays.
The 'Cats should dominate the
sprints, but will have to pick
up more points in the distance

Sports ta_lk every Monday
with the sports editor
(963-1073) call after 9pm
-

TRACK

111

events in order to catch PLU
andWWU.
Last year, the Wildcats scored
just four points in running
events beyond 400 meters.
Simon Fraser will be the
heavy favorite to repeat as
women's champion.
The Clan is the district leader
in 15 of the 19 events. PLU is
the leader in four events.
Central, Western and Puget
Sound should battle it out for
second place.
Central's women have the
second best time in the 4 x 100
meter relay.
The 'Cats will be looking for
Kris Kjolso, who has already
won the district heptathlon
title, to lead them.
Kjolso is scheduled to compete in eight events.

The

w. 4th

962-9945

illll

I
I

THIS CARD CERTIFIES BEARER AS
A member in Somewhat Dubious Standing of the

I
I

I

SUPER MOTHER
FAN CLUB

I

II
I
II
I
I

Present this card (and 9 more) to the Head S.M. at The TAV
and receive one Delicious, Tummy-filling, Lovely Super Mother.

~ RV-...o...~

502N. Ruby
Ellensburg, WA 98926

SpedaHzing in
Sports Medicine,
Located One Block North of Safeway

I
I

II
I
I

·------.-•·"''·"•.·------.

KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC

~

.,..

This Mother's Day treat your mother to a
SUPER MOTHER. Cut out this ad, redeem it
along with 9 originals, and have a mother on us.

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS

(509) 962-9796

=·

Try our 12 oz.
Blizzard®flavor
treat.
\llltmll illllTrmr.nr.n5iit
It's on sale.

$ll9
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Don't junip on the band"\Vagon
he most amazing
thing happened last
weekend there
were actually people
admitting to be so-called Seattle sports fans.
It always seems to happen
around playoff time too. The
same people who ripped the
Sonics after they lost the first
two playoff games in Portland,
were raving about them after
they unexpectantly tied the
series at 2-2.
Then, as expected when the
Sonics lost, these same people
jumped off the Sonic bandwagonjust in time, so as to not
be associated with a loser.
You know who you are. The
person who all of a sudden is a
San Fransico 49ers fan because
the team won four NFL championships games in the 1980's.
Or even worse you're a Laker
fan. Except you probably aren't
as big a fan as you used to be
because they haven't been doing as good lately.
You go to all the big promotional nights at the ballpark to
get the free stuff, or when the
team is winning.
But when the Cleveland Indians come to town you're nowhere to be seen.
You're the jumping on the
bandwagon crowd. You've got
the hats and T-shirts and the
talk ofthe true fan. But where's
the heart?
Did you stick by that team
when they looked like an expansion team from Orlando?
The true fan will stick by his
team through thick and thin,
the good and most importantly,
the really bad. It's easy when
it's going good, but most people
can't handle the bad.
It's so much easier to jump to
the winning team and be their
fan till the next team comes
along.
Where will .the Laker fans be
when · Magic goes? The 49er
fans when Joe Montana retires? With some other team to
be sure.
The team that suffers the most
from bandwagonjumpingthan
any team I've ever seen are the
Seattle Mariners.
More people have have made
this leap than trips to the
bathroom during five minute

T

_Why read the Observer?
a)Why not?
b)Just because
c)Because of SPORTS
If you chose (c), you're correct!

GREG L. MILLER
Sports editor
commerical breaks between
innings.
This season all the pre-season hype gets everyone excited
about Mariner baseball, then
boom! They lose six straight to
open the season. I mean after
six games they were six games

+

In the aftermath of
conflict... continuing
important services to
the armed forces, their
families, refugees, and
other victims of this
war.

•
••

.1. · ..

see you jump ship if they start sinking ship, don't be a bandwagon jumper.
to lose.
Who knows, your team may
Don't use the excuse of moving from another city either. start winning again and turn
Once a fan always a fan. Some- into the dynasty of the 1990's.
Go on and try it. Be original
things never die, and the love
for your team should be one of and be a fan that sticks by their
team.
those things.
Besides we already have
It's better to like a loser than
enough phony 49er, Laker and
to jump to the latest winner.
Be a fan who stays aboard the A's fans to worry about.

Wi[fiams ![[orist
& GARDEN CENTER

~ REMEMBERYOURM@M
~

QQ

With fresh flowers, plants,
dish gardens, or corsages.
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8th & Anderson
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NOBODY
MAKES MORE
HOME RUNS.

··•..

THE
HOME

--· RUN! -----,:

$4.50 plus tax

LARGE PIZZA
FOR THE PRICE
OF MEDIUM

LUNCH SPECIAL
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Try our new 10" Pizza with
one Topping and a 12 oz. Coke
for only $4.50 plus tax.

Expires: 6-15-91
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other ot1er. Prices may vary. Customer ~
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry ~
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized tor late deli\otnes.

....... THE·······
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I

DOUBLE!
2 for $92 9 ptustax

American
Red Cross

Give to the
American
Red Cross
Gulf Crisis
Fund.
Call 1 .. soo .. s42 .. 2200

back. People were anti-Mariner, then boom! They win eight
in a row, and now the Mariners
are everyone's favorite team
again.
"I knew it all along," you say.
But just like that they lose five
games in a row, then your back
with the Oakland A's.
Well isn't that special.
Can you really be a true sports
fan with heart? Even if you
have to like a team like the
Seahawks, (I'm a Raider's fan)
heaven forbid, stick with them.
Besides if you stick with them
long enough they'll win eventually and then you can watch
all those other so-called fans
jump on the wagon until they
start losing again.
. Maybe you've always liked a
team that has been a winner.
This is fine, but I don't want to

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Get TWO MEDIUM pizzas each with TWO
toppings of your choice for only $9.99,
plus tax. Additional toppings available.

Any large for the price of a medium
pizza with same topping.

~

j~
~~\ ;:?,
~. "~

Expires:

6-15-9~

Valid at paniooat1ng S1ores only Not valid wilh any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
than S20.00. Our drivers are not penalized tor late deliV'!ries.

I
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I
I
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, ______ __

••• , THE
TRIPLE!
$3.00
OFF!
Any Large Pizza or$2. 00 OFF!
·Any Medium Pizza or $1.00 OFF! Dll

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~w ~ I
Any Small Pizza
~ Expires: 6-15-91 I
I
Valid al partici~ S10<es only. Not valid with any other (Jlfer. Prices may vary. Customer pays
I
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas !united to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our dr!'ttrs are not penalized 10< .fate deliveries.
I

:
fSilfig
·-------·····-----------...·---------------------·-Expires: 6-15-91

I~

~r.

~

Valid at part1cipatin0 stores only. Not valid with any other
?nces may vary. Customer
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sate driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized 10< late deliveries.

-
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The Observer, not just another imitator, but Ellensburg's BEST innovator
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ETC.·
Rubes®

The
Weekly

34 Recent

ACROSS

1 Instance

5 Church bench
8 Evaluate
12 Girl's name
13 Native metal
14 Short Jacket
15 Wiped out
17 Destitute of
19 Chemical
compound

20 Shouts
21 Prepare for
print
23 Narrate
24 Existed
26 Contends with
28 Cry
31 Either
32 Playing card
33 Fulfill

36Whlps
38 Condensed
moisture
39 Foray
41 Location
43 Publish
45Macaw
48 Second of two
50 Looked with
amusement
51 Toward shelter
52 Bein debt
54 Care for
55 Promontory
56 Camomile, e.g.
57 God of love
DOWN

1 Algonquian
IndIan
2 Ventilates

By Leigh Rubin

CLASSIFIEDS
Large Size dorm room Avanti
Refrigerator-Perfect for keeping wine and 12 Pks of soda,
beer ice cold. $80-leave message 963-8433.

Crossword
Puzzle

REWARD! LOST CAT. Orange-white tabby male. Missing
since 4/18. Call 962-3675.

See solution below

FUN SUMMER JOB!
Flying Horseshoe Guest Ranch
for children, near Cle Elum
needs boy's counselors. Enjoy
horseback riding, swimming,
hiking, etc., while gaining valuable experience. Salary plus
room and board. Call Penny 1674-2366.

3 Declares
4 Molllfled

5 Seed container
6 Teutonic deity
Marry

8 Merrymaking
9 Coral islands .
10 Labor
11 Goals

16 Man's name

18 Organs of sight
22 Carried
_..._......_.._.... 23 Temporary
shelters
24 Emerged
victorious
25 Exist
27 Edible seed
29 Poem
30.Nod
35 Pens
36 Seize with
the teeth
37 Old name for
Thall and
38 Tradesman
40 Poker stakes
42 Commonplace
43 Scheme
44 Death rattle
46 City In Nevada
47 Sums up
49 Decay
50 Ocean
53 Pronoun

_...,,..._...,.--'I

"One seat first class for me, please.
As for my mother-in-law here, just check
the old bag into the luggage compartment."

The ranch also needs cooks.
Responsible for keeping hungry
campers and staff well fed! Must
be a good cook, efficient kitchen
worker, and enjoy people. Call
Penny 1-674-2366
Summer Camp Staff: counselors, unit directors, cooks,
and waterfront staff. June 14 August 25. Call 206-355-9734.
SEEKING COOKS FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Housing
provided. Send applications to
Elkins' on Priest Lake, HC 0-1,
Box 40, Nordman, ID 83848.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES. Sign up now. Contact
John Moser Jr. 925-1272.

by Greg Goessman

Non Compos Mentis

WORK FOR
THE OBSERVER

for

Thatch ,

©USA Today/Apple College Information Network
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All positfohs available. fall
quarter! 991. These are paid
positions. Cover letter ·and
resume due May 24 in John
Foster's box in Bouillon Hall
room 252.
•Editor
•Managing (News)
•Production Manager
•Assistant Production Manager
•Copy Editor
•Scene Editor
•Sports Editor
•Ad Representatives
All these positions can be taken
for upper division credits and
pay. Youcan'tpassanopportunities like this. Apply today .
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No11n1os

Tell your mother not to worry...

•

You're drinking
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CO,NTES,T "

A

Found only
at these locations

theme or motto for CWU depicting

diversity within our University.
Prizes will be two $150 Gift Certificates from
The University Store, one for the best slogan
and another for the best poster/artwork.

Entry forms are available at the Student Activities Office
and The University Store.
Deadline for entries is May 17, 1991.

WINEGAR DAIRY
419 W. 15th Ave.
(Six blocks west of the library)
925-1821

For more information, contact Robert at 963-1684 or call
The University Store at 963-1311.

STORE HOURS
11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Monday - Saturday

Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza

pizza
place
In t he Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

FRAZZINI'~

There is no other
Like A Mother!
Happy Mother's Day from all of us!

PIZZA!

-------------------------------~------------------------------

LARGE 16' p,,_=. . . ZA
·i,.,.,.ED/lJ_
,·:,.. PRICE!
9
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DINE IN * CARRY OUT
FAST* SAFE * DELIVERY

@..}efi:J919.,
I·

Frazzini' s Pizza Place .
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

rMZZ'ril'~
©)

Frazzini' s Pizza Place
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

~---------------------------· I~ ·---------------------------~
$4.. 00 Medium Pizza Deal!
g:~~ e
FREE PIZZA FOR
Buy One Medium PlzzaAt Regular
'
MOM ON
Price And Get Up 10 4 More Of Equal
:
MOTruBR'S
DnAY./
Or Lesser Value For $4.00 Each.
n.
0

1

1

DINE IN * CARRY OUT
FAST * SAFE * DELIVERY

:

@..}efi:J919.,

:.

Frazzini' s Pizza Place
Ma~

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER Exoires

. Dine In Only!

22, 1991

I

•II.

· Frazzini' s Pizza Place

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER Good on Mav 12th ONLY

·•I

------------------------------- ------------------------------

